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Recently, Wazwaz (2022) and Meng et al. (2023) have made some outstanding contributions
to a (3þ 1)-dimensional integrable fourth-order nonlinear equation in a fluid, which is:

vtt � vxxxt � 3 vxvtð Þx þ avxt þ bvyt þ gvzt ¼ 0; (1)

with g, b and a being the real nonzero constants, v(x, y, z, t) denoting a real differentiable
function of the independent variables x, y, z and t, while the subscripts representing the partial
derivatives (Meng et al., 2023). For equation (1), Wazwaz (2022) has investigated the Painlev�e
integrability, lump and multiple soliton solutions, while Meng et al. (2023) has presented the
special cases in fluid dynamics, bilinear auto-Bäcklund transformations, breather and mixed
lump-kink solutions.

This Letter, based on thework inWazwaz (2022) andMeng et al. (2023), aims to seek an auto-
Bäcklund transformation for equation (1), which is different from those inMeng et al. (2023).

In equation (1) let us put the truncated Painlev�e expansion, in a generalized Laurent series
(Zhou and Tian, 2022; Zhou et al., 2023; Gao, 2023a, 2023b, 2023c), around a noncharacteristic
movable singular manifold conferred by an analytic function c(x, y, z, t)¼ 0, as:

v x; y; z; tð Þ ¼ c�K x; y; z; tð Þ
XK
k¼0

vk x; y; z; tð Þck x; y; z; tð Þ; (2)

where vk(x, y, z, t) ’s also represent the analytic functions, with v0(x, y, z, t)= 0, cx(x, y, z, t)= 0
andct(x, y, z, t)= 0, and if the powers ofc at the lowest orders cancel out, the positive integer:

K ¼ 1: (3)

Using symbolic computation (Wu et al., 2022a, 2022b; Shen et al., 2022, 2023; Gao and Tian, 2022;
Gao et al., 2021, 2022) and substituting formulae (2) and (3) into equation (1), we recommend that
the coefficients of like powers ofc fade away, to obtain the Painlev�e-Bäcklund equations:

c�5 : v0 ¼ 2cx; (4)

c�4 : satisfiedð Þ
c�3 : acxct þ bcyct þ gczct � 3cxctv1;x � 3c2

xv1;t þ c2
t � cxxxct

þ 3cxtcxx � 3cxcxxt ¼ 0; (5)
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c�2 : 2acxtcx þ actcxx þ bcytcx þ bcycxt þ bctcxy þ gcztcx

þ gczcxt þ gctcxz � 3c2
xv1;xt � 6cxtcxv1;x � 9cxxcxv1;t

� 3ctcxv1;xx � 3ctcxxv1;x þ cttcx � 4cxxxtcx þ 2ctcxt

þ 2cxtcxxx � ctcxxxx ¼ 0; (6)

c�1 : acxxt þ bcxyt þ gcxzt � 3cxxv1;xt � 3cxtv1;xx � 3cxxtv1;x

� 3cxxxv1;t þ cxtt � cxxxxt ¼ 0; (7)

c0 : v1;tt � v1;xxxt � 3 v1;xv1;tð Þx þ av1;xt þ bv1;yt þ gv1;zt ¼ 0: (8)

Mutually consistent or as noticed below, explicitly solvable with respect to c(x, y, z, t), v0(x, y, z, t)
and v1(x, y, z, t), equations (2)–(8) fashion an auto-Bäcklund transformation for equation (1).

Next, the assumptions:

c x; y; z; tð Þ ¼ eh1xþh2yþh3zþh4tþh5 þ 1;

v1 x; y; z; tð Þ ¼ h6xþ h7yþ h8zþ h9t þ h10;

are substituted into auto-Bäcklund transformation (2)–(8) via symbolic computation,
leading to:

h9 ¼
h4 ah1 þ bh2 � h3

1 � 3h1h6 þ h3gþ h4

� �
3h2

1

and the following explicit soliton solutions for equation (1):

v x; y; z; tð Þ ¼ h1tanh
h1xþ h2yþ h3zþ h4t þ h5

2

� �
þ h6xþ h7yþ h8z

þh4 ah1 þ bh2 � h3
1 � 3h1h6 þ h3gþ h4

� �
3h2

1

t þ h1 þ h10; (9)

where h1 . . . h10 are the real constants with h1= 0 andh4= 0.
Our results are linked to g, b anda, the coefficients in equation (1).
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